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10. Stressors that don’t involve major life events but occur more frequently are called H _ _ _ 
_ _ _ , and can cause physical problems as well. 

11. The text mentions under the heading “Other Stressors” (page 510-511) that many jobs 
can cause stress.  They said there appears to be 2 common factors: heavy workload and 
lack of C _ _ _ _ _ _ . 

12. Sometimes the immune system  goes awry and mistakenly attacks the body’s healthy 
cells. Examples are: rheumatoid arthritis or Grave’s disease.  We call this class of 
disorders A _  _  _  I _  _  _  _  _  Diseases.; (page 514) 

13.  The field that studies how stress affects the immune system is called 
______________________. 

14. The box in section 14.3 “Dig Deeper” discusses how stress can lead to shortened 
telomeres.  Is more rapid aging associated with shorter or longer telomeres? 
 

15. What is the leading cause of death in the developed world?  (section 14.3 “cardiovascular 
disorders”) 

16. What is the common name for hypertension? 
17. What was the story about Martin Friedman’s reupholstering man’s finding of the 

condition of the chairs in the waiting room? 
18. If you are: competitive, always in a hurry (time urgency), impatient, and hostile towards 

others then you could be a Type ____ personality. 
19. How does the “transactional model of hostility” work? 
20. Is there a relationship between depression and heart disease? 
21. According to the Rottenberg (2014) study in section 14.3 “depression and the heart”, how 

do they think childhood depression increases risk of heart problems? 
22.  If I lose my job and decide to get drunk, what type of coping am I doing? (section 14.4 

“coping styles”) 
23. See #22 again, in order to cope, suppose I go out and look for new jobs.  What type of 

coping is that? 
24. What do we call it when a dog who at first couldn’t escape a shock but now could escape 

but doesn’t even try?  What human disorder does this seem like? 
25. When researchers took people with high or low levels of social support and exposed them 

to cold virus, what did they find? (Section 14.4 “Social Support”) 
26. What are good stress reduction techniques? 

 

From the reading: Influence of psychological variables on stress‐induced pathology 
27. They exposed rats to a stressor.  What was the stressor? 
28. They had 3 animals. One got no exposure to the stressor.  2 others however did get 

exposure.  But these 2 animals that got exposure had a different experiences. How were 
their experiences different? 

29. What was the outcome? 
 

From the reading: Somatic Effects of Predictable and Unpredictable Shock 
30. What were the results? 


